
CISSI Board meeting 13/05/2020 – Minutes 

Wednesday 13/05/2020, 18:00 – Microsoft Teams 

Present: Iina Rautio, Merijn von Bruggen, Axelle Journet, Dario de la Lastra, Hamish Gunn 

Meeting opened at 18:00. 

1. Updates from board members 

1.1. Vice chair/events: Merijn 

● Merijn brings up event possibilities in the autumn, if events are even allowed then. The board 

discusses uncertainty related to events in the autum. Merijn brings up opportunities for 

cooperation. 

1.2. Secretary: Dario 

● Dario talks about dormancy of CISSI and secretarial role. Dario also brings up possible 

correspondence with outside groups for autumn events (November embassy visit?). 

1.3. Student advocacy: Axelle 

● Axelle discusses a similar position of dormancy. 

1.4. Student representation: Breandán 

● Breandán is absent, and issues related to student representation are not discussed. 

1.5. Treasurer: Hamish 

● Hamish has his own logistical issues, and he is trying to get in contact with Christina to sort 

out bank account issues. There are no money-related actions going on at the moment. Iina 

mentions that we have not received the HYY grant yet, and we do not know when we will 

know how much we will receive. KIDE reimbursements for the cancelled sitsit are also 

discussed, and everything seems to be in order. 

1.6. Chair: Iina 

● Iina discusses the career services announcement we relayed to the membership. Iina also 

brings up emails with ISHA about shared autumn sitsit, unfortunately on our date, which is 

slightly too early in the year. The board discusses alternative venues for the sitsit, but also 

acknowledges that less exchange students are coming in next term. 

2. Farewell party 

● No one is very enthusiastic about the idea of a farewell party, because most people who 

would have been interested in this (i.e. exchange students) have already gone home. It would 

most likely have to be an online event, and people do not seem keen on online events. 

Collectively, we decide against holding an event, and rather decide to go for a celebratory 

farewell on Instagram/Facebook. 

3. Sitsit with ISHA Helsinki – autumn 2020 (our Alina hall reservation is on the 21st of September) 

3.1. Any ideas regarding the sitsit? 

● The board concludes that we can plan the sitsit without financial risk. There are quick talks 

about possible themes, such as autumn theme. 

3.2. ISHA & CISSI meeting on Sunday the 17th 

● Iina is attending, and Axelle, Merijn and Dario may join. 

4. Welcome party at Kuppala on the 4th of September 

● The board discusses the possibility of holding the first elections meeting the week after the 

welcome party to make sure people are still enthusiastic about the idea of joining CISSI board. 

We do not have to plan the Kuppala party too much now, because they are easy to organise. 

5. Other matters to discuss 



● In August, the board will have to assess what we can and cannot do. Everything is still very 

uncertain. 

6. Date and time of our next board meeting: to be decided. 

 

Meeting concluded at 18:51. 


